
 

EUROLITE LED STP-7 Beam/Wash Bar
LED light bar with 7 LEDs for beam and 7 LEDs for wash effects

Art. No.: 51930390
GTIN: 4026397616279

List price: 267.75 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397616279

Weight: 4,65 kg

Length: 1.05 m

Width: 0.23 m

Heigth: 0.12 m

Description:

Beam and wash in one bar

Narrow and wide beams: with the STP-7 light bar from Eurolite, you kill two birds with one
stone. This gives you the flexibility to create different moods with just one device.
 
Light bars are indispensable on many stages. They are used, for example, as uplights, blinders
or front lights. However, most bars radiate with only one fixed beam angle - not the STP-7. 

Different LEDs

The light bar combines wide-angle LEDs for mood lighting and very tight-angle LEDs for beams
and structures. 7 LEDs are used for each of the different versions.  The first have a beam angle
of 40°. Thanks to RGB color mixing, you can create a colorful atmosphere. From this basic
mood, the other LEDs then shoot narrow, white beams with an angle of 2° into the room. The
latter can also be controlled individually to make your shows more versatile and flexible.
 
Intelligent design without gaps

The bar is one meter long and weighs 4 kilograms. Beam and wash LEDs are arranged in
alternating order. The design of the bar allows you to connect several devices without gaps.
These then look like one large bar. A generous bracket with various mounting positions is
available for mounting. You can also use this as a stand. The power connection is made via a P-
Con connection, the signal can be looped through. The DMX connections are three-pole.
 
Select your control unit

The bar offers 6 different DMX modes. In addition, you can select different colors and color
mixes directly on the bar. You will also find various stand-alone and music-controlled programs
that run automatically. Synchronize several bars in the self-running modes by connecting them
according to the master/slave principle.
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Features:

- 7 powerful LEDs 3 W high-power cold white (CW)<BR> LEDs controlled separately
- 7 powerful LEDs 7 W high-power 3in1 TCL RGB (homogenous color mix)
- Color selection; color blend stepless; Dimmer electronic
- Strobe effect
- The device is cooled by cooling fan
- Control via stand-alone; Sound to light via Microphone; Master/slave function; DMX; QuickDMX

(optional); W-DMX by wireless solution (optional); CRMX by LumenRadio (optional)

- Preprogrammed in Light´J; LED PC-Control 512; Light Captain
- With a beam angle of 2°
- With Mounting bracket
- Monochrome 4 digit 7-segment LED display
- Mains input and output for power linking up to 8 units
- Application possibility: Standing; suspended
- For application areas such as: Clubs/dancing school; Stage; mobile djs / entertainer; Rental
 Package contents
- 1 x spotlight, 1 x power cord, 1 x user manual, 1 x mounting bracket

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 100-240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 180 W

IP classification: IP20

Protection class: Protection class I

Power connection: Mains input via P-Con (blue), mounting version
power supply cord with safety plug (provided)

Power output: 1 x P-Con (gray), mounting version

Fuse: 5 x 20 mm, T 1,6 A Fuse replaceable

Lamp type: LED lamp

LED: 7 x 3 W high-power cold white (CW)

 7 x 7 W high-power 3in1 TCL RGB (homogenous
color mix)

Flash rate: 0 - 20 Hz

DMX channels: 3; 6; 4; 10; 12; 15

DMX input: 1 x 3-pin XLR (M) mounting version

DMX output: 1 x 3-pin XLR (F) mounting version

Cooling: Cooling fan

Control: Stand-alone; Sound to light via Microphone;
Master/slave function; DMX; QuickDMX
(optional); W-DMX by wireless solution (optional);
CRMX by LumenRadio (optional)

Preprogrammed in: Light´J; LED PC-Control 512; Light Captain

Beam angle: 2°

Beam angle (1/2 peak): Spot 2°

 Wash effect 40°

Beam angle (1/10 peak): Wash effect 71°

Housing color: Black

Attachment system: Mounting bracket

Display type: Monochrome 4 digit 7-segment LED display

Dimensions: Length: 1 m

 Depth: 12 cm
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 Height: 14 cm

Weight: 3,90 kg

Noise classification: Class 2 (slight noise)

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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